ASSESSING LEVELS OF COMPREHENSION
BUILDING LEVELS OF COMPREHENSION
TEACHING HIGHER-ORDER THINKING SKILLS
Help students teetering just below reading proﬁciency
• nurture and promote students’ conﬁdence
• see students achieve new levels of proﬁency
• demystify abstract questions — and improve students’ test scores!
Mulitple Choice and Short Response Reading Questions Series
Assessing Levels of Comprehension
Year Level P – 8
Diagnose

Building Levels of Comprehension
Year Level P – 8
Teach

FIND IT

Level
Two
INTRODUCTION





FIND IT
CONNECT IT
ADD TO IT
GO BEYOND IT

Sometimes the answer to a question isn’t all
in one place. Then you can look for pieces of
information. They may be in more than one
place. Put the pieces together to answer the
question.

Modelled Instruction

CONNECT IT

Reread this tale about a turtle and a hippo.
After you read, you will answer a question.
You will put pieces together to answer the question.

The Swimming Race
There were two turtles that looked alike. One said,
“Let’s play a trick on Hippo. We’ll ask him to have a
swimming race with one of us.”
“Why? We’ll never beat him!” said the other turtle.
“I have a plan,” said the ﬁrst turtle. It was a good plan.
He told his friend to walk to the other side of the pond.
Then the ﬁrst turtle went to tell Hippo about the race.
When Hippo heard about the race he said, “You’ll
never win! You’re so slow! But I’ll race you if you want.”
When Hippo got to the other side of the pond, he
saw a turtle waiting for him. “You are the slow one!”
said the turtle. Hippo wondered how
he had lost a race to a turtle. Had he
been tricked?
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Teach higher-order thinking with Assessing Levels of Comprehension and
Building Levels of Comprehension.
Why?
• higher-order thinking skills are a requirement of todays standards, texts and tests.
• many students are left teetering below reading proﬁciency because they’re unable to think beyond the literal level.
• sophisticated thinking skills are essential for proﬁcient readers, thinkers and test takers.

How?
• look to decades of research in cognitive processes and reading comprehension.
• implement clear, manageable question-answering steps to bridge literal, analytical, inferential and critical levels of thinking.
• identify where the students’ thinking becomes stalled and teach to individual needs.

Now!
Teach higher-order thinking with the NEW Levels of Comprehension Series. ALC recognises and integrates the cognitive
categories established by Benjamin Bloom and Robert Marzano.

ASSESSING
LEVELS
Year level P–8
LESSON 2

Diagnose

Read this article about
a famous Australian explo
rer. Then answer quest
article. Choose the best
ions about the
answer for Numbers 1
to 12.

Both classroom assessment series enable teachers to pinpoint at what step
understanding breaks down when students are presented with increasingly
difﬁcult questions.

Ludwig Leichhardt

In 1842 a young man arrived
in Sydney, New South Wales.
country called Prussia, now
He was from a
mainly part of Germany.
Ludwig Leichhardt had
studied natural sciences
in Germany and Londo
n. He’d decided to come
Australia to pursue his intere
to
st in botany. This was at
a time when much of
Australia was still unkno
wn to Europeans and the
country represented a new
adventure for many.
Leichhardt had very bad
eyesight and didn’t have
any bush skills at all. But
this didn’t stop him decidi
ng to trek overland from
the Hunter River Regio
New South Wales to Moret
n in
on Bay soon after he arrived
. This was a very
impressive journey for such
an inexperienced travell
er. Following this trek,
Leichhardt became determ
ined to continue his explor
ations, this time aiming
north Queensland.
for
The first of Leichhardt’s
three major expeditions
left southern Queensland
October of 1844 and ended
in
after a nearly 5000 kilom
etre overland journey to
Port Essington in the North
ern Territory. This took
more than a year and covere
huge areas of unexplored
d
territory that no white man
had seen. At one point
whole party was given up
the
as lost. Their reappearance
caused a national sensat
and when Leichhardt return
ion,
ed to Sydney he was given
a heroic welcome.
The success of the first
expedition meant that the
second in 1846 received
government grant and many
a
donations. Leichhardt was
a star and everybody
wanted to be in on his
next adventure, from Queen
sland to Perth. Unfor tunate
for them, and for Leichh
ly
ardt, the second expedition
was not a success. After
800 kilometres they had
only
to turn back due to heavy
rain, sickness and famine
After recovering his health
.
, Leichhardt was determ
ined
expedition to cross the
to mount another
country from east to west.
This one would prove to
even more of a disaster.
be
Leichhardt was last seen
on 3 April 1848. Then
the entire party, vanished
he, and
without a trace.
Four years later the NSW
government sent out a
search party that didn’t
any sign of him, except
find
one tree marked “L”. A
second search found more
with “L” on them, but
trees
nothing more. Another
search party claimed to
some sign of him, but was
have found
a complete failure and didn’t
even manage to reach the
area it was searching. We
have to take their report
s with a grain of salt. Some
hoped Burke and Wills
would have more luck.
It wasn’t until 2006 that
close to proven evidence
anything
was found, when histor
ians verified a brass plate
Leichhardt’s shotgun. It
from
seems that the Leichhardt
mystery will go on.

These research-based series help students to:
• move beyond literal to higher-order thinking
• become more proﬁcient readers and thinkers
• succeed with today’s challenging test questions
In the Multiple Choice series, students read passages and answer selected
response comprehension questions. The questions progress, step-by-step,
through four levels of comprehension:
• FIND IT – locate answers stated directly in selection; answers are at
concrete, literal level
• CONNECT IT – ﬁnd and organise pieces of information; answers are at
literal, analytical level
• ADD TO IT – combine clues and prior knowledge; answers are at inferential
level
• GO BEYOND IT – think beyond information in the passage and apply prior
knowledge; answers are at critical, creative level
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The steps reﬂect, in a simpliﬁed and accessible way, the cognitive processes
described in various taxonomies, including Bloom and Marzano.

Answer is stated
in passage

Reading selections
represent a wide
variety of genres

Abstract
questions require
critical thinking
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Book H – Multiple Choice

OF COMPREHENSION
RESEARCH CONNECTION:

Short Response
Reading Questions

“Poor reading ability affects achievement in nearly all other subjects
taught in school and in learning throughout one’s life. Poor reading ability
often involves a lack of proﬁciency in the high-order literacy processes of
comprehension, planning, montioring and evaluation.”

 CONNECT IT 
4.

5.

6.

 ADD TO IT 

What is the first paragraph
of the story mostly about?

7.

Write a summary of the
fourth paragraph of the
story.

8.

The chart shows a cause
and effect
relationship. Write the cause
of the
effect, which belongs in
the first
box.
Cause

9.

 GO BEYOND
IT 

In the second paragraph,
what does the word sparke
d probably mean? Use
details from the story to
support your answer.

10.

At the end of the article
, what does the author
suggest caused Curtin’s
health and death?
ill

11.

When the author describ
es Curtin as “probably
Australia’s greatest ever
leader”, are they stating
a fact or an opinion?

12.

The article title includes
the word legend. To whom
or what might this
word refer? Use details
from the article to suppo
rt your answer.

From what the article reveals
about Curtin’s family, what
was more impor tant – getting
did they believe
an education, or being
able to survive? Use
details from the story to
support your answer.

The article describes a situati
on in which a person makes
the good of others. Descri
a sacrifice for
be a similar type of situati
on.

Effect
Curtin spent
time in jail.

LESSON 8
38
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Book H – Short Response
Students move
beyond literal, to
analytical, inferential and
critical levels of thinking.
How do the four levels of comprehension relate to reading strategies?
The chart below shows the general relationship of the four levels of comprehension to various reading strategies. In Assessing
Levels of Comprehension, the reading strategies reﬂect the type of question asked, or “what the questions ask you to do”.
Level of Comprehension

Reading Strategies
• Finding Vocabulary Meaning in Context
• Recalling details

• Understanding Sequence
• Recognising Cause and Effect
• Comparing and Contrasting

Level Two
CONNECT IT

• Finding Vocabulary Meaning in Context
• Finding Main Idea
• Understanding Sequence

• Recognising Cause and Effect
• Comparing and Contrasting
• Summarising (Books C-H)

Level Three
ADD TO IT

•
•
•
•
•

Level Four
GO BEYOND IT

• Identifying Author’s Purpose
• Recognising Correspondance
• Identifying Text Features
• Understanding Resources
• Understanding Literary Elements and Features

Level One
FIND IT

Finding Vocabulary Meaning in Context
• Distinguishing Between fact and
Finding Main Idea
Opinion (Books C-H)
Interpreting Figurative Language
• Distinguishing Between Real and
Making Predictions
Make-believe (Books A-C)
Drawing Conclusions and Making Inferences

BUILDING LEVELS O
Teach
This research-based series provides instruction and practice with higher-order
thinking skills. Step by step, students master a process for analysing questions
and strategies for answering them, at four levels of comprehension:
• FIND IT – locate answers stated directly in selection; answers are at
concrete, literal level
• CONNECT IT – ﬁnd and organise pieces of information; answers are at
literal, analytical level
• ADD TO IT – combine clues and prior knowledge; answers are at inferential
level
• GO BEYOND IT – think beyond information in the passage and apply prior
knowledge; answers are at critical, creative level

BUILDING
LEVELS OF
COMPREHENSI
ON

A

Multiple Choice
and Short
Reading Questio Response
ns

The steps reﬂect, in a simpliﬁed and accessible way, the cognitive processes
described in various taxonomies, including Bloom and Marzano.

Student Books feature:
• modelled and guided instruction
• modelled, guided and independent practice
• embedded test-taking practice with both multiple choice and short
response items
• review lessons to ensure understanding and monitor progress
Lessons include guided
instruction with multiple-choice
and short-repsonse reading
questions

Read this question.
Then read how to und
and answer it.
erstand

FIND IT

Independent Practice
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I read a book called
Let’s Learn About
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OF COMPREHENSION
Demystify higher-order thinking and increase reading proﬁciency
• classroom diagnosis pinpoints where students thinking stalls
• instructional series helps students master a process for analysing questions and strategies for answering them
• based on cognitive processes described in taxonomies of Bloom, Marzano and others
Students apply the “Connect It” level strategies independently to short response questions.
Students apply the “Connect It” level strategies independently to multiple choice questions.
Scaffolded practice with short response questions.
RESEARCH CONNECTION:
Research has shown that . . . if a teacher models or employs just literal or
concrete questioning, students will become very proﬁcient answering those
types of questions. Teachers can improve classroom discussion to include
questions that promotes higher levels of comprehension or thinking.
The levels of comprehension, or thinking, are presented in a supportive and non-threatening manner and are couched in a
familiar context. Through Building Levels of Comprehension, students gain conﬁdence in their ability to answer questions at
the four levels of comprehension and therefore to answer questions on tests that might previously have stopped them cold.
This experience strengthens their skills and leads to reading sucess and mastery.

RESEARCH CONNECTION:
Researchers Pearson, Roehler, Dole and Duffy (1992) state that merely having
prior knowledge is not enough to improve comprehension; the knowledge
must be activated, implying a strong metacognitive dimension to its use.

All students have to take tests.
All tests have questions with
answers that range from the
literal to the abstract. Building
Levels of Comprehension helps
students meet the challenge.

Students prepare to move on
to the inferential and critical
thinking levels.

Book A – Multiple Choice and
Short Response
word in the directions means the same as small stones?
4. What wo

1. What word in the story
ge?
means the same as villa

SUMMING UP

?

melt
4. Why did the butter

𝖠 town
𝖡 boy
𝖢 butter

T nk about what you
Thi
have learned about CO
Wri
W te about what you
NNECT IT.
have learned about CO
Sh re what you have
Sha
NNECT IT.
learned with a partner.

𝖠 The boy kicked the
rock.
𝖡 It was a hot day.
er.
𝖢 The rock ate the butt

    
    
    
 



5. How are the openings of ﬁsh bowls and the openings of jars
different
different?
and
2. How are the town
the rock the same?
big.
𝖠 They are both very
y.
𝖡 They are both heav
d.
𝖢 They are both roun

angr
5. Why did the boy get

y?

𝖠 because the rock did
nothing
𝖡 because the butter
melted
d
𝖢 because the rock rolle
over

should you do just before you put the lid on the jar?
6. What sh
the
3. What is the ﬁrst thing
boy said to the rock?
𝖠 “Don’t do anything
silly.”
buy
𝖡 “Would you like to
some butter?”
𝖢 “Now pay me for
the butter.”

after
6. What happened next big
the boy gave the rock a
kick?
talk.
𝖠 The rock started to
e
𝖡 The boy found som
gold.
.
𝖢 The rock rolled over
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MORE ABOUT THE LEVELS OF
COMPREHENSION
LEVEL ONE: FIND IT
Message to the Students: The answer is clearly stated and is all in one place in the passage. You can ﬁnd the answer in one
or two sentences. There may be clue words to help you.
Information for the Teacher: Students answer questions at the most concrete/literal level. The answer information is all in one
place in the text (in one or two consecutive sentences); clearly stated, with clue words if appropriate; students merely need to
ﬁnd the answer.
FIND IT – Bloom: Knowledge, Comprehension
FIND IT – Marzano: Knowledge

LEVEL TWO: CONNECT IT
Message to the Students: The answer information is there in the passage, but probably isn’t all in one place. And there
probably aren’t any clue words. You have to ﬁnd pieces of information and put them together to answer the question.
Information for the Teacher: Students answer questions at a literal/analytical level, which requires ﬁnding and organising
related pieces of information. The answer information is in the text, directly stated in language similar to that in the question.
But the answer information is not usually located in one place in the text, and there are usually no clue words. Students must
ﬁnd relevant pieces of information (disregarding any unrelated information) and then put together relevant pieces to ﬁgure out
the answer.
CONNECT IT – Bloom: Comprehension
CONNECT IT – Marzano; Knowledge, Organising (Applying), Analysing

LEVEL THREE: ADD TO IT
Message to the Students: The answer information is there in the passage, but isn’t directly stated. There are hints, though.
You have to use clues or other details in the passage, along with what you already know, to ﬁgure out the answer.
Information for the Teacher: Students answer questions at an inferential level (conclusions, inferences, predictions, unstated
main ideas, for example). The answer information is not directly stated in the text, but it is implied. Students must apply prior
knowledge to clues in the text to ﬁgure out the answer, which expands on what is directly stated in the text.
ADD TO IT – Bloom: Application, Analysis, Synthesis
ADD TO IT – Marzano: (Applying), Analysing, Generating, Integrating

LEVEL FOUR: GO BEYOND IT
Message to the Students: You won’t ﬁnd the answer information stated directly or indirectly in the passage, but the answer
is based on information in the passage. You need to apply what you already know to what you’ve read in the passage. Then
you can come up with an answer that goes beyond what is given in the passage.
Information for the Teacher: Students answer questions at a critical/creative level. The answer is not stated directly or
indirectly in the text, but the answer is based on or supported by information in the text. Students apply various types of
prior knowledge (content, experiential, etc.) to what they have read to come up with an answer that goes beyond, or extends,
what appears in the text.
GO BEYOND IT – Bloom: Synthesis, Evaluation
GO BEYOND IT – Marzano: Generating, Integrating, Evaluating
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ORDER FORM: ASSESSING LEVELS OF COMPREHENSION / BUILDING LEVELS OF COMPREHENSION
QTY

CODE
TITLE
ISBN
ASSESSING LEVELS OF COMPREHENSION (ALC)

PRICE

CA10443

ALC: Multiple Choice A Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 600 9

21.95

CA104439

ALC: Multiple Choice A Teacher Guide

1 74170 601 7

15.95

CA10444

ALC: Multiple Choice B Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 602 5

21.95

CA104449

ALC: Multiple Choice B Teacher Guide

1 74170 603 3

15.95

CA10445

ALC: Multiple Choice C Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 604 1

21.95

CA104459

ALC: Multiple Choice C Teacher Guide

1 74170 605 X 15.95

CA10446

ALC: Multiple Choice D Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 606 8

21.95

CA104469

ALC: Multiple Choice D Teacher Guide

1 74170 607 6

15.95

CA10447

ALC: Multiple Choice E Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 608 4

21.95

CA104479

ALC: Multiple Choice E Teacher Guide

1 74170 609 2

15.95

CA10448

ALC: Multiple Choice F Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 610 6

21.95

CA104489

ALC: Multiple Choice F Teacher Guide

1 74170 611 4

15.95

CA10449

ALC: Multiple Choice G Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 612 2

21.95

CA104499

ALC: Multiple Choice G Teacher Guide

1 74170 613 0

15.95

CA10450

ALC: Multiple Choice H Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 614 9

21.95

CA104509

ALC: Multiple Choice H Teacher Guide

1 74170 615 7

15.95

CA10459

ALC: Short Response A Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 616 5

21.95

CA104599

ALC: Short Response A Teacher Guide

1 74170 617 3

15.95

CA10460

ALC: Short Response B Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 618 1

21.95

CA104609

ALC: Short Response B Teacher Guide

1 74170 619 X 15.95

CA10461

ALC: Short Response C Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 620 3

21.95

CA104619

ALC: Short Response C Teacher Guide

1 74170 621 1

15.95

CA10462

ALC: Short Response D Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 622 X 21.95

CA104629

ALC: Short Response D Teacher Guide

1 74170 623 8

15.95

CA10463

ALC: Short Response E Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 624 6

21.95

CA104639

ALC: Short Response E Teacher Guide

1 74170 625 4

15.95

CA10464

ALC: Short Response F Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 626 2

21.95

CA104649

ALC: Short Response F Teacher Guide

1 74170 627 0

15.95

CA10465

ALC: Short Response G Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 628 9

21.95

CA104659

ALC: Short Response G Teacher Guide

1 74170 629 7

CA10466

ALC: Short Response H Student Book (Set of 5)

CA104669

QTY

CODE
TITLE
ISBN
BUILDING LEVELS OF COMPREHENSION (BLC)

PRICE

CA10451

BLC: Multiple Choice & Short Response A
Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 722 6

21.95

CA104519

BLC: Multiple Choice & Short Response A
Teacher Guide

1 74170 723 4

15.95

CA10452

BLC: Multiple Choice & Short Response B
Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 724 2

21.95

CA104529

BLC: Multiple Choice & Short Response B
Teacher Guide

1 74170 725 0

15.95

CA10453

BLC: Multiple Choice & Short Response C
Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 726 9

21.95

CA104539

BLC: Multiple Choice & Short Response C
Teacher Guide

1 74170 727 7

15.95

CA10454

BLC: Multiple Choice & Short Response D
Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 728 5

21.95

CA104549

BLC: Multiple Choice & Short Response D
Teacher Guide

1 74170 729 3

15.95

CA10455

BLC: Multiple Choice & Short Response E
Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 730 7

21.95

CA104559

BLC: Multiple Choice & Short Response E
Teacher Guide

1 74170 731 5

15.95

CA10456

BLC: Multiple Choice & Short Response F
Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 732 3

21.95

CA104569

BLC: Multiple Choice & Short Response F
Teacher Guide

1 74170 733 1

15.95

CA10457

BLC: Multiple Choice & Short Response G
Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 734 X 21.95

CA104579

BLC: Multiple Choice & Short Response G
Teacher Guide

1 74170 735 8

15.95

CA10458

BLC: Multiple Choice & Short Response H
Student Book (Set of 5)

1 74170 736 6

21.95

CA104589

BLC: Multiple Choice & Short Response H
Teacher Guide

1 74170 737 4

15.95

CA1045AE

BLC: Multiple Choice & Short Response Student
Mixed Pack A - E

-

24.95

15.95

1 74170 630 0

21.95

-

24.95

ALC: Short Response H Teacher Guide

1 74170 631 9

15.95

BLC: Multiple Choice & Short Response Student
CA1045CG Mixed Pack C - G

CA10721

ALC: Management Software

1 74170 005 1

35.95

BLC: Multiple Choice & Short Response Student
CA1045DH Mixed Pack D - H

-

24.95

CA1044AE

ALC: Multiple Choice Student Mixed Pack A - E

-

24.95

CA1044CG ALC: Multiple Choice Student Mixed Pack C - G

-

24.95

CA1044DH ALC: Multiple Choice Student Mixed Pack D - H

-

24.95

CA1046AE

ALC: Short Response Student Mixed Pack A - E

-

24.95

CA1046CG ALC: Short Response Student Mixed Pack C - G

-

24.95

CA1046DH ALC: Short Response Student Mixed Pack D - H

-

24.95

Terms of Trade

-

N/C

• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the
amount into New Zealand dollars ($NZD) so that you can pay by cheque
or credit card in New Zealand dollars ($NZD).
• Full money-back guarantee.
• We do realise it is difﬁcult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your
selection, please visit our website <www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse
Books’ and most titles will give you the option to view the ﬁrst few pages
of the book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your selected book page.
• We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your
requirements we will accept undamaged returns for full credit or refund.
Posters are for ﬁrm sale only and will not be sent on approval. Please be
aware that delivery and return postage is the responsibility of the customer.
• Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery
charge of $9.50 within Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.
• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

CAT018

ALC Sampler Lessons Booklet

Attention .............................................................................................................
Order Number ..................................................................................................
Name of School...............................................................................................
Address ................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
State .............................................................P/Code .......................................
Country ................................................................................................................
Email: .....................................................................................................................

TOTAL (plus freight)

Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Education about future workshops, conferences and the latest publications.

C A T 0 3 5

P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia
Phone: +61 3 8558 2444 • Fax: +61 3 8558 2400
Toll-Free Phone: 1800 334 603 • Fax: 1800 150 445
Website: http://www.hbe.com.au
Email: orders@hbe.com.au
ABN: 70 495 007 372

To Contact our Sales Rep
VIC contact reception on Toll Free
Ph: 1800 334 603 or
reception@hbe.com.au
NSW contact Judy Morrissey on
0414 424 160 or nsw1@hbe.com.au
QLD contact Karen Hofmann on
0439 889 190 or qld1@hbe.com.au

